6.0 turbo on 7.3 kit

Filter Results. One of the most misunderstood technical aspects of high performance
Powerstroke tuning is choosing the right single or twin turbo kit. With enough fuel going in, you
can quickly hit the point where the stock turbocharger no longer offers a performance benefit.
And in the worst cases, pushing your turbo too hard can cause catastrophic failure of the
bearings or compressor wheel sending metal hurtling into your engine. However, Sinister Diesel
makes it easy for you to find an upgraded single or twin turbo kit for your Ford Powerstroke
engine that is matched to your needs without running the risk of major problems down the road.
Sinister Diesel stocks adjustable boost controllers, upgraded wastegates, turbocharger rebuild
parts, and intake charge piping. We even stock upgraded single turbo systems as well as
extreme compound twin turbo kits for performance that has the best of both worlds so that you
can make the most power on or off the track! Plus we offer our very own Sinister Diesel turbo
diesel components designed and manufactured right here in the United States. If you have any
questions about the products in our catalog you can easily reach our knowledgeable diesel
experts by phone, email, or by using convenient live chat at the bottom of every page. Single
"Universal" Turbos for Powerstroke. View 12 24 48 60 96 Items 1- 1 of 1. Sinister Diesel V. Club
Membership. Condition: New. Free Ground Shipping. Qty :. No attributes to narrow your search.
Reset Filter. Password Forgot Password? The Turbonetics Torque-Master Turbo Upgrade is a
non VGT style turbo, which is different that the turbo equipped on the vehicle from the factory.
In order for the truck to operate properly, you much have custom tuning build for the truck to
allow this type of change within the PCM. This can be done by using an SCT tuner and having a
custom tune built for a vehicle that been equipped with the style turbo. Have peace of mind
knowing that you are getting the best price guaranteed by shopping with XDP. Fitment
verification applies to year, make and engine only. Individual details such as model, trim
packages, build dates, and other factory options can change fitment and must be verified by
customer. Help Desk. Contact Us. Shop All. My Account Access My Garage. View All. USD Part :
TN Ships from manufacturer Usually in Days. Add To My Build List. This bolt-on turbo for the 6.
Turbonetics Patented Ceramic Ball Bearing turbo provides both fast spool-up for quick
acceleration and increased airflow to help keep EGTs down. Low exhaust gas temperatures
EGT's are extremely important when towing. The turbo also has an exhaust housing engineered
and sized specifically for the 6. Offered with a high nickel cast steel adaptor flange so that the
upgraded ball bearing turbocharger drops in directly in place of the factory unit, this turbo
mounts neatly and securely on the factory exhaust manifold. Unlike stock this is a fixed
geometry turbocharger. Custom tuning is required. Torque-Master Ford 6. Computer modeled
wheel eliminates the surge and choke problems commonly found on both stock and
competitors units. Shipping Length 15 in. Shipping Width 15 in. Shipping Height 15 in. Justin
Storm July 13th, I just got this turbo set up and it looks great. As is everything else on the 6. As
for performance it is a great turbo. It is larger than the stock unit so it spools a little slower but
when it starts boosting what a difference. I love it and it sounds awesome under boost. Matched
with the SCT programmer what a combo. Overall Rating. Email Address will not be made public.
Send me an email if my review is approved. Customer Photos See what others built Submit your
photo. What do you mean custom timing is required? View Staff Answer. Ask a question about
this product Please allow up to 1 business day for reply. Turbonetics Torque-Master Intercooler
Upgrade View Details. PART :. Emissions Notice This product is not legal for sale or street use
in California. Certain aftermarket products are subject to governmental emission standards
regulated by the California Air Resources Board. This number makes the part legal for use only
on specific years, makes and models of vehicles. A decal with CARB EO number for these parts
must be displayed in the engine bay to satisfy smog inspection requirements. These
turbochargers are new stock turbos from Garrett, the original turbo provider for the Ford
Powerstroke diesels. All Ford Powerstroke Stock Garrett Turbo's purchased from Thoroughbred
Diesel are brand new turbochargers still in the unopened packaging. Rest assured that any
stock replacement turbo purchased at Thoroughbred Diesel is new and we stand behind them
with a 2 year unlimited mile warranty. What this means for you is you will not have to pay a core
charge or send back a core when you buy at Thoroughbred Diesel! We offer a Remanufactured
6. We generally have these turbos in stock and ready to ship. Give us a call for shipping ETA to
your location. Yes, these turbos come with new electronic actuators. On Sale! Garrett New
Stock Turbo - Ford 6. Select Make. Select Year. Select Model. Select Vehicle. There are no
vehicles for this group item. No Core Required. Call Us For Free Advice View More Products
From Garrett. Submit a question. Would a stock turbo from a f work for my f? And would I need
to have it tuned? No this is a stock replacement. No tuning required. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's
account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically
in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year Banks Power. Banks Sidewinder Wastegated
Turbo System. Fits: Ford F 7. Fits: Ford F 6. Banks Big Hoss Module Blank. Previous 1 Next. Not

able to find what you are looking for? Fit Ford F 6. For Ford F F F 6. Most turbo-equipped
vehicles are also quieter due to the turbo itself acting as a sort of muffler. Boost can become an
addiction. If you have ridden in a car with a turbocharger then you have probably felt the
incredible surge of power as the motor comes into the boost range. The result is a large
increase in intake pressure and more power when additional fuel is also introduced into the
combustion chamber. The turbocharger is essentially a compressor that is driven by engine
exhaust. The exhaust spins an impeller with a turbine on the end that compresses air into the
intake manifold generating boost. This design is extremely popular on modern vehicles, but its
history goes all the way back to when a Swiss inventor patented the first turbocharger. In the
early years turbos were popular on aircraft engine because they helped negate some of the
power loss form operating at altitude. Today they are used in numerous applications from drag
racing to long haul trucking. These little power boosters have really proven their worth. Q: How
do you install a turbo kit? A: Turbochargers should be installed by professionals if you have no
experience with turbo installations. If you've done the basic bolt-on performance modifications
to your car intake, header, exhaust and know your way around your engine, then you might be
capable of doing the install yourself. Normal installation depending on the vehicle takes around
hours in most cases, but depends on whether custom work needs to be done. The turbo
manifold that comes with the kit replaces the factory exhaust manifold. The turbo doesn't
replace anything assuming this is a turbo kit and not a turbo upgrade kit. The turbo is mounted
to a flange on the turbo manifold. Remember the turbo is spooled by the exhaust gases, so
once the gases pass through the turbo manifold, it spools the turbo. Q: Is there a pre-condition
my vehicle needs to meet in order to be able to handle a turbo kit? A: Any vehicle can be
turbocharged but you must consider whether all of the engine, driveline, and chassis parts can
handle big power increases. Most aftermarket turbocharger kits for naturally aspirated cars
recommend running no more than psi to prevent engine damage. Q: What do turbo kits come
with? A: Complete turbo kits normally include the manifold, turbocharger, intake, down pipe,
fuel management unit and all lines and hoses needed. You need to purchase intercoolers,
piping, blow-off valves separately in most cases, unless otherwise noted in our product
descriptions. Q: What is a turbo kit? Why buy a turbo kit? A: Think of a turbocharger as a fan
that is blowing compressed air into your engine. The more air you give your engine, the more
power your engine can give you. The extra air adds oxygen so you can burn more fuel.
Turbochargers are powered by the exhaust gases generated by your engine after combustion.
The time the turbo takes to spool up is seen by the driver as lag, or delay time. The driver may
mash the throttle, but the engine won't produce power until the turbocharger is up to speed. The
reason a turbo kit is such a great purchase is that it takes a tremendous amount of money and
time to successfully increase the power of a naturally aspirated engine. Expensive head
packages, along with expensive bottom block parts, will surely put a dent in your wallet while
only making meager horsepower gains. With a bolt-on turbocharger kit you can obtain instant,
very dramatic horsepower gains with less time and money while still having the potential for
upgrading. The whistle of a blow off valve, the roar from an external wastegate, and the burst of
power that makes your engine feel like it doubled in size, how could you resist? Q: What is a
turbo? Why buy a turbo? Filter Your Results. Turbo Kits 4. Banks Power 4. Choose Your
Vehicle:. FAQ: Boosting a Stock Engine In this video, we tell you if its okay to add forced
induction turbo or supercharger to your otherwise stock engine. When is one turbo just not
enough? Check out this video to find out if and when you should install a twin turbo setup on
your ride, or if a single turbo setup is more than adequate for your application. Check out this
Andy's Auto Sport TV episode where we explain what the differences are between
superchargers and turbo kits! If you want to understand the basics about what makes a turbo
system different from a supercharger system, then watch this video to get the scoop. Having
the right spark plugs in forced induction applications is important, and in this video well tell you
why. Boosting your vehicle is a major expense, so make sure you protect your investment
correctly by checking out this video about forced induction and fuel usage. Customer Support.
Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's
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Turbo Intercooler kit Pipe Boot for Ford 6. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go
back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
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PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
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